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International Trade Statistics
October 2020
Exports and imports of goods decreased by 2.2% and by 11.8% respectively, in nominal terms
In October 2020, exports and imports of goods recorded nominal year-on-year growth rates of -2.2% and -11.8%,
respectively (+0.2% and -8.8% in September 2020, in the same order). The emphasis was on the declines in exports of

Industrial supplies (-5.9%) and in imports of Fuels and lubricants (-36.9%) and Transport equipment (-16.8%).
Excluding Fuels and lubricants, exports and imports decreased by 1.3% and by 8.9%, respectively (+0.8% and
-4.6%, in the same order, in September 2020).
The deficit on the balance of trade in goods decreased by EUR 733 million when compared to the same month of 2019,
reaching EUR 965 million in October 2020. Excluding Fuels and lubricants, the trade balance stood at EUR
-687 million, corresponding to a decrease of EUR 511 million in the trade deficit vis-à-vis October 2019.
In the quarter ended in October 2020, exports and imports of goods decreased by 1.4% and by 10.2%
respectively, when compared to the quarter ended in October 2019 (-3.2% and -13.4% in the same order, in the 3rd
quarter 2020).
Despite the circumstances caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, Statistics Portugal calls for the fullest possible collaboration from
companies, households, and public bodies in responding to Statistics Portugal data requests. The quality of official statistics,
particularly their ability to help identify the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, crucially depends on this collaboration, for which
Statistics Portugal thanks in advance.

GLOBAL RESULTS
In October 2020, as regards year-on-year rates of change, exports and imports decreased by 2.2% and by
11.8%, respectively (+0.2% and -8.8% in the same order, in September 2020). The emphasis was on the declines in
exports of Industrial supplies (-5.9%) and in imports of Fuels and lubricants (-36.9%) and Transport equipment
(-16.8%), mainly Passenger motor cars.
Excluding Fuels and lubricants, in year-on-year terms, in October 2020, exports decreased by 1.3% and imports
by 8.9% (+0.8% and -4.6% respectively, in September 2020).
In October 2020, vis-à-vis the preceding month, exports and imports increased by 9.0% and by 4.6%
respectively (+33.7% and +24.8% in the same order, in September 2020).
In the quarter ended in October 2020, exports and imports of goods decreased by 1.4% and by 10.2%
respectively, when compared to the quarter ended in October 2019 (-3.2% and -13.4% in the same order, in the 3rd
quarter 2020).
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In October 2020, the deficit of trade balance amounted to EUR 965 million, which stood for a decrease of
EUR 733 million in the deficit when compared to the same month of 2019.
Excluding Fuels and lubricants, in October 2020, the trade balance stood at EUR -687 million, corresponding to a
decrease of EUR 511 million in the trade deficit vis-à-vis October 2019.
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BROAD ECONOMIC CATEGORIES
In October 2020, when compared to the same month of 2019, most broad economic categories recorded decreases in
both flows. Concerning exports, the emphasis was on the decrease of Industrial supplies (-5.9%) and the increase in

Transport equipment (+6.2%). As far as imports are concerned, the decreases in Fuels and lubricants
(-36.9%), mainly from Angola, and Transport equipment (-16.8%) stood out.
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MAIN PARTNER COUNTRIES/SUPPLIERS
In October 2020, considering the main partner countries in 2019 and concerning exports, when compared to
October 2019, the emphasis goes to the decreases to Angola (-41.4%), the United States (-12.7%) and the United
Kingdom (-8.4%). In imports, there were decreases from most all the main partners, with the emphasis on the
decreases from Spain (-7.8%) and France (-28.1%), mainly Other transport equipment (mostly aircrafts).
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QUARTERLY UNIT VALUE INDICES FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN GOODS
In compliance with the calendar for the dissemination of the Quarterly Unit Value Indices for International Trade, this
press release makes available results for the 3rd quarter 2020 based on the September 2020 International Trade in
Goods statistics, disseminated on a 40 days basis (on November 9, 2020).
The results show that the unit value indices (year-on-year price changes) recorded negative rates of change in both
exports (-3.4%) and imports (-5.4%). In the 3rd quarter 2020, the effect related to the prices of petroleum products
was, once again, stronger in imports than in exports. Excluding petroleum products, the unit value indices recorded
year-on-year rates of change of -1.8% in exports and -2.5% in imports.
The gain in terms of trade (relative price of exports in terms of imports) is maintained for the second consecutive
quarter, however with lower values compared to the previous quarter.

NOTE: Petroleum products – CPA 06 (Crude petroleum and natural gas) and CPA 19 (Coke and refined petroleum products).
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The quarterly indices related to the period 2012-2020 are available as statistical indicators on the Web-portal of
Statistics Portugal, including the corresponding value and volume indices.
 Quarterly unit value indices of imports (Year-on-Year growth rate, value - %) by Type of good, product by activity (CPA 2008)
 Quarterly unit value indices of exports (Year-on-Year growth rate, value - %) by Type of good, product by activity (CPA 2008)
 Quarterly unit value indices of imports (Year-on-Year growth rate, price - %) by Type of good, product by activity (CPA 2008)
 Quarterly unit value indices of exports (Year-on-Year growth rate, price - %) by Type of good, product by activity (CPA 2008)
 Quarterly unit value indices of imports (Year-on-Year growth rate, volume - %) by Type of good, product by activity (CPA 2008)
 Quarterly unit value indices of exports (Year-on-Year growth rate, volume - %) by Type of good, product by activity (CPA 2008)
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ABBREVIATIONS
EU – European Union
CN – Combined Nomenclature
BEC – Classification by Broad Economic Categories, third revision
CPA – Statistical classification of products by activity, version 2.1

CONVENTIONAL SIGNS
ə – Value less than half the module of the unit used

EXPLANATORY NOTES
1.

International Trade compiles the statistical information about the commercial trade of goods with the European Union (Intra-EU trade) and
Third Countries (Extra-EU trade). In terms of Intra-EU trade statistics it includes adjustments for non-responses as well as for enterprises
with transactions below the defined exemption thresholds (which exempts from providing statistical data a significant number of
enterprises). Since February 2020, the United Kingdom is already considered a Third Country. In this press release, for comparison
purposes, in the analyses vis-à-vis the same month of the previous year or with the previous month the United Kingdom is considered as a
Third Country in these periods.

2.

For simplification purposes, the terms associated to International Trade Statistics are narrowed to “imports” and “exports”, however stating
which market is being referred to (Intra-EU, Extra-EU and International Trade which includes the former two).
In this “Press Release” the following statistical data are used:
2016: Intra-EU trade - January to December definitive results;
Extra-EU trade - January to December definitive results.
2017: Intra-EU trade - January to December definitive results;
Extra-EU trade - January to December definitive results.
2018: Intra-EU trade - January to December definitive results;
Extra-EU trade - January to December definitive results.
2019: Intra-EU trade - January to December definitive results;
Extra-EU trade - January to December definitive results.
2020: Intra-EU trade – January to October monthly preliminary results;
Extra-EU trade – January to October monthly preliminary results.

3.

Due to rounding of numbers, totals might not correspond to the sum of the indicated parcels.

4.

Month-to-month growth rate – it compares the level of each variable between two consecutive months. Although it allows an up to date
follow-up of the evolution of each variable, the value of this variation is particularly influenced by seasonal fluctuations effects and from
other specific effects in one or both compared months.

5. Year-on-year growth rate – it compares the level of each variable between the current period and the same period of the previous year. Its
evolution is less biased from seasonal fluctuations, however, it might be influenced by this type of effects located in a specific period
compared.
6. Response rate: this press release includes information from customs (Extra-EU trade) and responses from enterprises to the Intrastat (IntraEU trade). It is noted that in the current context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the response rates in Intrastat may be lower than the usual
pattern.
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7. Revisions: the revisions policy applied to International Trade statistics has been changed since the May 2019 edition of this press release in
order to anticipate the dissemination of definitive results (8 months earlier than in the previous revisions policy). Therefore, in each month
the information regarding month m (on a 40 days basis) is published and the previous four months are revised. The preliminary results for
2019 were available in June 2020, that is, at the last (fourth) revision in December. The release of definitive results for 2019 took place in
September 2020. The information released monthly contains routine revisions due to the replacement of estimations by new data received in
the meantime, and, to a lesser extent, the replacement of values previously reported by corrections reported by the enterprises. The
following table shows the impact of those revisions on the year-on-year rate of change (three months) disseminated in the previous press
release:

8. The BEC nomenclature - Classification by Broad Economic Categories doesn’t include the Gold for monetary use (CN 71082000) and Coins,

including coins with legal tender (except medals, coins mounted in objects of personal adornment coins with character collectibles with
numismatic value, waste and scrap) (CN 71189000). The sum of the various categories of the BEC may not match with total trade, due to
these exclusions and also for confidentiality reasons.
9. Intra-EU trade concerning Euro Zone includes, since 2017, stores and provisions within the framework of Intra-EU trade, which in the
previous years are included in non-Euro Zone. However, given the slight weight (lower than 0.1%) in total trade, data are comparable for the
all series available.
10. Unit Value Indices for International Trade in Goods
The starting Universe corresponds to International Trade in Goods, set on a 40 days basis for the reference month, with the most up to date
results at that moment for both periods (month and month-on-month). Definitive results for 2012 to 2018 and preliminary results for 2019 to
2020 are used for the calculation of Quarterly Indices. The monthly indices are consistent with the quarterly indices (40 days), by applying
the Chow-Lin method.
Data used in the calculation of Quarterly Indices corresponds to International Trade data at 70 days, with the exception of the quarters of
2018 and 2020, which corresponds to the 40 days version.
For the purposes of calculating the Unit Value Indices, there are some exclusions in International Trade to be considered, with a low
significance in total values, namely transactions with a statistical value lesser than EUR 1 000 and according to the number of observations by
enterprise/Economic Area/CN8, Chapters 98 and 99 of the CN and records with a net mass of less than 0.5 kg. However, the
representativeness of the sample in each product group is guaranteed, reaching a total coverage of more than 80%.
The unit value indices are calculated at the most detailed level of information (CN8, around 9 500 codes), and aggregated as Paasche indices
(price) by CPA (Statistical Classification of Products by Activity) for the quarterly indices. Monthly indices are disseminated only for total and
total excluding petroleum products. They indicate the change over the same period of the previous year. It is also important to mention that
these indices correspond to unit value indices rather than real effective price indices, thus reflecting apart from the changes in prices, also the
changes in the composition and in the quality of the goods considered at the most detailed level of information.
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The dissemination of the quarterly indices is ensured in the usual International Trade Statistics press release, according to the following
calendar:

The quarterly indices related to the period 2012-2020 are available as statistical indicators on Statistics Portugal Portal, with data broken
down by Statistical Classification of Products by Activity (CPA), including the corresponding value and volume indices.
The monthly indices related to the period 2012-2020 are available as statistical indicators on Statistics Portugal Portal, with data available for
the total and total excluding petroleum products, including the corresponding value and volume indices.
The monthly unit value indices for October 2020 can be consulted within two working days on Statistics Portugal Portal (see the links below).
With the dissemination of the quarterly indices for the 3rd quarter of 2020, the monthly indices for July, August and September 2020 were
adjusted, ensuring their consistency over time (Chow-Lin method).:


Monthly unit value indices of exports (Month-on-month growth rate, price - %)



Monthly unit value indices of exports (Month-on-month growth rate, value - %)



Monthly unit value indices of exports (Month-on-month growth rate, volume - %)



Monthly unit value indices of imports (Month-on-month growth rate, price - %)



Monthly unit value indices of imports (Month-on-month growth rate, value - %)



Monthly unit value indices of imports (Month-on-month growth rate, volume - %)
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